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To our valued supporters, 

As we begin our 102nd year, we reflect on the past few years. Three years ago you would not have 
recognized this magazine. With a meager staff and little to no income, the Wisconsin Engineer was 
barely surviving. Today we stand strong with a large staff, booming advertising revenues and 
award winning quality. A success story lies behind the Wisconsin Engineer you hold in your hand 
today. 

The Wisconsin Engineer remains a student-run publication produced at the University of Wiscon- 
sin-Madison. It is published four times a year and has a circulation of about 4000 magazines. 
Currently, we have approximately 570 subscribers, with issues being sent to all the high schools 
in the state. The balance of the circulation is distributed free to students on campus and mailed to 
our many advertisers. 

We have made leaps and bounds in our writing, production, advertising and web page. The staffs 
of each of these areas have improved their size and are constantly challenging themselves to 
make every issue of the magazine better and more consistent than the last. The stories in the 
Wisconsin Engineer have improved in quality and now touch on more campus events and organi- 
zations, student interests and advances in technology and engineering. The production staff has 
made the layout of the Wisconsin Engineer more appealing with a clean layout, improved pictures 
and graphics and exciting covers. The most dramatic improvement is the use of full color covers. 

Our advertising revenue has grown from $500 in 1994-95 to over $11,000 in 1996-97. It already 
stands at over $12,000 after our first two issues of 1997-98. The cosmetic improvements to the 
magazine would not have been possible without this economic growth. The Wisconsin Engineer 
now operates under an annual budget of $25,000. 

The Wisconsin Engineer had a very successful 1996-97 academic year in which we were named the 
Best All-Around Magazine by Engineering College Magazines Associated (ECMA) and also re- 
ceived the bid to host the 1998 ECMA National Convention. We plan on continuing this success in 
1997-98 by winning back-to-back Best All-Around Magazine awards and hosting the best ECMA 
Convention ever. 

We, the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer, thank you, our readers, alumni, advertisers and publisher 

for sticking with us through those difficult rejuvenation years. Our success can be attributed to 
your support. We hope to have that support continue with us as we march onward and make the 
102nd volume even better than the 101st! 

Wisconsin Engineer
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Bookstores - Where Does All 
the Money Go? 

By Kristin Shuda store employees each 
semester. Bookstores re- 

re you being ripped - off? Imagine _ port that their primary 
A what you could do with $300- pay _ sale is textbooks; how- , 

one months rent, fly to Floridaand ever, their primary \] 
back, indulge in a day of power shopping _ profit is on general mer- | 
or rent your favorite movie 100 times. If you chandise such as cloth- , | 
are an average college student, you will put ing, school supplies and ae | 
aside these splurges and opt to buy a__ college parafinalia. | 
semester’s worth of required textbooks. | 

Has the Bookstore be- | 
Has the University Bookstore become amo- come a monopoly? oh | 
nopoly in it’s own market? Most students Most students have the Ree 
say yes; however, the Bookstore disagrees. opinion that they pay | | 
One thing everyone agrees on is that text- too much for books, but re ge 
books are expensive, and unfortunately, they they feel they have no . - : piss 1 
are only going to continue to get more ex- other options. These | ae S| 
pensive each year. In order to justify the price students should be in- | Las - oo a bi | 
of textbooks, the Association of American formed of other options — ~ 
Publishers (AAP) conducted a study which available. One option is the up-and-coming —_ of One’s Own. Some professors choose to or- 
lasted 20 years. They found that the price of text exchange. The text exchange is a way der-books from Canterbury Books. Other 
textbooks has increased at about the same _ for students to sell their books and buy books __ professors write up their own packets to be 
rate as anything else. During these same 20 from other students on the web. The net re- bought from Bob’s Copy Shop or display 
years textbooks did not increase in price as__ sult of this exchange is paying less and re- _ their notes on the web. Some academic de- 
much as the price of tuition. ceiving more for your books. The project was _ partments even choose to sell packets on 

oo —— _ started by ASME (American Society of Me- their own to students at minimal profit to 
If 38, 000 students each pay eo Engineers) member Chris Egle. Egle reduce costs for students. 

escribes his idea as “...a means of getting 
$280 for textbooks, over $10 more bang per buck for a book.” Keep an Overall, many options for buying books are 
million trickles through the eye open for information on using the text available besides the University Bookstore. 

exchange as a means of avoiding the book- Students need to keep their eyes open if they 
bookstore each semester store ane saving yourself some ones want to save money, because, as with every- 

———— thing else, textbooks are not getting any 
Where does the money for a textbook go? Another idea that is being tested at UCLA is cheaper. 
The cost of a new $40.00 textbook is gener- a booklending program. This program, 
ally divided as follows. First, the publisher called “Students First! Booklending Pro- 
keeps about 66%. The author takes about gram,” was started by UCLA’s undergradu- Author Bio: Kristin Shuda is a junior in in- 
10%, and the distributing companies take an- ate student government, with the hope of dustrial engineering. She feels all the book- 
other 3%. Salaries and benefits for the making an education more affordable. The _ store needs is a little competition, because 

bookstore’s employees take another 11%, idea is to loan books to about 500 students a _ in monopoly all you have to do to get money 

and an additional 5% goes to the bookstore quarter, and then reuse the books for another _is pass go. 
for operating expenses such as equipment, 500 students the next semester. The concept 
maintenance repairs and supplies. The final _ of booklending has also been used by the 
5% is required, by law, to go to the Auxiliary University of Wisconsin-Platville and Uni- 

Services Reserve Fund to support their pro- versity of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. Hopefully, 
grams, activities and reduction of operating _ this is something UW-Madison will look into 
expenses. Thus, the bookstore does not make soon. 

that much profit on a book, or do they? 
A few other options faculty have chosen in 

Just think about how many books are sold _ order to avoid dealing with the University 
by the bookstore each semester. If 38,000 stu- _ Bookstore is ordering from other bookstores. 
dents each pay $280 for textbooks, over $10 For example, many women studies classes 
million trickles through the hands of book- require students to buy books from A Room 
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a Smart Studios: 

Madison’s Best Kept Secret 

By Dean Stier i 3 : an ed ar 

ITT | shee 

mart Studios is concealed in an unas- a 
suming brick building on the east 

side of Madison. Walking up to it, it’s r 

hard to imagine that breakthrough albums | " 
such as Nirvana’s, Nevermind, and The ia a 

Smashing Pumpkins, Gish, were recorded a 
here. Some of the greatest music of our gen- 
eration was made in this Madison studio. 
Butch Vig and Steve Marker founded Smart |. ey 
Studios in 1984, and they are also half of F 
the Madison-based band, Garbage, along ff 
with Duke Erikson and Shirley Manson. 

For many of us, music plays a large role in . 

our everyday lives. Although we hear mu- i - 
sic several times a day, few of us know how 

it is actually recorded. A trip to Madison’s 
own Smart Studios will shed some light on . 
how tusieisrecorded, The low profile exterior of Smart Studios. 

The process of recording an album starts Instead of a chaotic work environment, the The console is where engineers control ev- 
with the musicians themselves. They have atmosphere at Smart Studios is incredibly _ ery aspect of the recording. It consists of an 
a general concept in mind and take thatcon- comfortable and confident. Mike Zirkel, array of control knobs and fader switches 
cept to a recording studio. The amount of _ chief engineer at Smart Studios, explained, _ that can tweak a song any way the engineers 
time they can use ina studio is determined “The working environment is really spo- want. Despite its confusing appearance, 
by their budget, or rather, how “big” they  radic. Sometimes there are slow times  Zirkel ensured, “Once you learn one row of 

. are. Once a band has a concept and a pe- where everyone can relax, but there are also controls, you know them all.” 

riod of time to use the studio, they can be- _ times when everyone is just working like 

gin to record. crazy. It’s always different foreveryone that Once the bulk of the recording is completed 
a «=| WORKS here” in Studio A, the mix-down and overdubs are 

. . recorded upstairs in the smaller Studio B. 
“Technology is moving When a band first arrives, everyone sits This studio is where the finer details in a 

quickly, and it’s going more down and discusses what needs to be ac- song are recorded. Mixing is the process of 
digital” complished. Band members usually sit with putting all the components of a song to- 

producers first to describe what kind of _ gether. Overdubs are recordings that will go 
sound they want to achieve. Once a clear _ on top of the original recording. An example 

~~ _ goal is in mind, the first stages of recording of an overdub would be a second vocal by a 
At this point, Smart Studios steps in. They can begin. The initial recording is usually lead singer to give the song an added di- 
specialize in the recording and mixing of done in Studio A, located on the lower level _ mension. Usually the mixing of a song or 
bands. The studio is employed with numer- at Smart Studios. an album marks the final stage of the record- 
ous producers and engineers who are re- ing process. 
sponsible for bringing music into our As the band plays in Studio A, producers 
homes. A producer is mainly concerned are helping them achieve their desired Not every band records in the same fashion. 
with the musical side of the recording pro- sound, while engineers are making the nec- Some may come in and record everything 
cess. They usually work closer with the essary changes in the control room. The “live,” which means there is little mixing and 
band, and give feedback to help them control room is adjacent to Studio Aand is _ overdubs to be done. Other bands however, 

achieve the sound they’re looking for. The _ separated by a floor-to-ceiling, sound-proof may do only fragments of a song and then 
engineer, on the other hand, is responsible _ glass. The control room is nearly filled with “glue” all the pieces together later. All of again 
for the vast amount of equipment that needs __ their Trident model 80-C / 56-input console. depends on how much time a band can af- 
to be ready at any given moment. ford to use the studio’s time and equipment. 

LL 
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a COOTER, 
Update instrumentation is key in developing the music we all love to listen to. 

Recording studios have the nearly impossible music. These talented people begin with _ play with and it makes the job easier, but it 
task of keeping current with the latest technol- a spark of an idea and end witha blaze of all comes down to the music. When Gar- 
ogy. “Technology is moving quickly, and it’s music. Every day the team at Smart Stu- _ bage is recording, they like to play around 
going more digital,” Zirkel said. A major shift dios puts on a production that is rarely with different effects, but they never lose 
from analog recording to digital recording. seen, but often heard. Their devotion to _ sight that they are here to make music.” 
“Digital technology is fast and easy, but it music is apparent in the songs they help 
doesn’t sound as good as analog. We usually create. Author Bio: Dean Stier would rather be a 
do all the editing and mixing with digital ma- pop star. 
chines, but we still use analog tape to record.” Although the technology used in record- 

ing music is fascinating, it should not Pictures courtesy of Smart Studio 
Understanding the work done at Smart Stu- tower over the music it helped to create. 
dios, gives a person a new appreciation for Zirkel explained, “Technology is fun to 
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Co-op in — 
Antarctica si is 
By Aaron Volkening Where do the a 

streams originate? 
ntarctica, the most remote, desolate They are fed by 

A COnmNENE On Earth is not the typi- meltwater from Nate Booth poses with the preferred mode of transportation in 
cal location for a co-op. Nate Booth, glaciers that are Sina i 

“cet ws ton it ft " 2 _ : the Antarctic wilderness. How many co-op students ride a 
asenior in civil engineering at UW-Madison, advancing down helicopter to work? 
recently had the opportunity to be “on the _ into the valley. The P' . 
ice,” a phrase meaning to spend time in Ant- streams first begin to flow in November, Lake Hoare camp, he lived in a tent pitched 
arctica. From October, 1996, to February, which is the beginning of summer in Ant- on the rocky ground. The maximum occu- 
1997, Booth participated ina Long-Term Eco- arctica. After originating from the faces of | pancy of the camp is about 20 people, al- 
logical Research Program in the Dry Valleys _ the glaciers, they flow down into the valleys _ though normally there were fewer people 
of Antarctica. During his co-op term he _ into small lakes. Yes, there are lakes in Ant- around. The camp is only occupied from 
learned many valuable engineering skills,as arctica. By March, the return of colder tem- October to February, due to the incredible 
one would expect from any co-op position, peratures ends the supply of meltwater from severity of Antarctic winters. Booth spent 
but he also had some unique experiences that _ the glaciers, and the streams soon dry up for much of his time out in the field, away from 
few other engineers will ever undergo. the winter. Lake Hoare, but the camp was a place he 

OOOO? OO: could call home. 
Booth had helicopter access Why study the streams of Antarctica? Cer- 

at any time he wanted it. i no one’s thinking about dropping Lake Hoare offered a chance to get some rest, 

. . . own a hydroelectric dam or tapping the — pick up supplies and communicate with the 
Flying around in helicopters streams for irrigation water any time soon. outside world. Even at a remote camp in 

was a blast, he says, However, the results of research in Antarc- Antarctica, Booth had e-mail and wireless 
«although the pilot was a tica could be very beneficial to hydrological phone access to the rest of the world. Lake 

. ” research all over the world. Scientists study | Hoare was also a place to get cleaned up. 
little crazy these streams and lakes because they are Showering took place every Sunday. A die- 
LL = very simple systems. Normally, hydrologi- sel heater was used to heat up the bath wa- 
Booth’s main job was to collect field dataon cal research is complicated by the wide va- _ ter. Each person was then allotted a coffee 
streamflow used in the study of the hydrol- _ riety of inputs and outputs into asystem.In can full of water, to soap up and rinse with. 
ogy of the Dry Valleys. Many peoplearesur- Antarctica, there are no sudden and unpre- Booth would collect the soapy runoff and use 
prised to learn there is any flowing water in _ dictable rainstorms,no human-induced land __ it to wash his laundry. Whatever wastewa- 
Antarctica to be studied. Antarctica is pic- use changes to affect runoff and no wells _ ter remained could not simply be dumped 
tured most often as being totally covered in pumping water away. Scientists can work on the ground. It would either have to be 
a massive sheet of ice. Indeed, more than99% witha very simple model, obtain results that evaporated from a specialized device or else 
of the continent is smothered by ice that is aren’t complicated by a large number of vari- _ airlifted out by helicopter. Personnel in Ant- 
up to three miles thick. However, small re- ables with uncertain effects, and apply these arctica try very hard to avoid having any 
gions, known as the Dry Valleys, are free _ results to systems in other parts of the world. negative impacts on the Antarctic environ- 
from ice and snow. These Dry Valleys are ment. 
often also referred to as “oases,” but that What role did Booth play in this research? 
term can be misleading. They are not lush, Booth worked with Dave Kasmer, a recent From Lake Hoare, Booth and Kasmer would 

tropical hotspots; they are desert-like areas | UW-Madison engineering graduate, on the _ strike out to other field camps and research 
of low precipitation and freezing tempera- “stream team.” Their primary duties were _ sites on trips that usually lasted several days. 
tures. In some of these “oases,” no rain has _ to measure the flow on the streams originat- Transportation from site to site was via heli- 
fallen in over two million years. The only life ing from the glaciers and collect water copter. Booth had helicopter access at any 
present is highly specialized algae, mosses samples. These measurements provided _ time he wanted it. Flying around in helicop- 
and lichen. The terrain is an eerie, barren _ other scientists with key data for their re- _ ters was a blast, he says, “...although the pi- 
rocky surface. Booth described working and _ search. lot wasa little crazy.” The pilot would some- 
living in the Dry Valleys as “...being on a times fly down into the labyrinth of trenches 
foreign planet.” NASA must agree. The _ Life on the stream team was very different and cracks that form in the ice, and weave 
space agency has used these areas exten- from the typical life of a UW-Madison stu- his way through these crevices, which were 
sively for testing Mars probes, because the dent. Booth was based out of Lake Hoare sometimes only barely wider than the heli- 

landscape comes closer than any other place camp, which is the U.S.’s main camp in the _ copter blades. “It was like something out of 
on Earth to resembling the terrain of Mars. | McMurdo Dry Valleys. When Booth was in a Star Wars movie,” Booth recalled. 
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The helicopter would drop them off at other Bea -_ ei PY 7 

remote base camps or near a gaging station. oie inde i j 
Once on the ground, their transportation . : <p ia ae 

consisted of all-terrain vehicles, snowmo- Sy bi es phen , 
biles or their own feet. Booth and Kasmer |. . —_— mat —s ew 

had to pack their own gear and supplies [J pce si rE er = _ on <a. gael 
around, including a tent and food. In the itn seg etal ng NS a Fi ~~ 
middle of summer, midday temperatures eee ‘a 
ranged between 30 and 40 degrees Fahren- 
heit. Usually the sun would only disappear ; 
for an hour or two during the middle of the fe eek angen 
night. Days in the field were long and hard, rhe oe = a Gy ee me 

but Booth says he enjoyed the solitude and ear? eee jc. wiiee APS Meas a cece 
the spectacular and unique scenery. The only Meerkat) aa ee Py ooo Be cae i ea 
living organisms he saw were lichen and cd Z ne a Beas pie ae CE gies sos 
moss. Occasionally, he would come upon a se ae : ie a a : ant 
seal carcass or skeleton. Because of the cold, ee awe . =F i y Sea Tira. a oe 

dry conditions and the lack of microorgan- 4 aia ae ms Sie an 
isms, these carcasses were preserved for ay Lr “ ag ee Ma hota 
thousands of years, becoming mummified. a PSs a vin mesg ag : vice ah kh EC ine i 
If a bare skeleton was present, it was not | Ft Gs os ty pes 3 . 
bacteria that had eaten away the flesh. In- e a oy ee He 7 Ee? : 5 iy 

pain ebelienencennnetia by tre wind Booth stands in front of one of the Antarctic streams the “stream team” collected 
y y . data on. The dead seal attests to the inhospitality of this harsh environment. 

One of the highlights of In carly February, Booth teh the Dry valleys he hydrology of wt S oe 
j i . and returned to McMurdo. McMurdo isalso hopes to pursue a full-time career in this 

Booth s stay in Antarctica one of the gateways to the rest of the world, area, but can’t imagine he’ll ever have the 
was his trip to collect data at = withan airstrip built on the ocean ice that is _ chance to work again in a place quite like 
a small pond adjacent to the capable oandling large jets. In eebruary the Dry Valleys of Antarctica. 

¥ 1997, Booth found himself lifting off the Ant- 
sea. There, instead of the arctica ice on a flight bound for New Author Bio: Aaron Volkening is a senior who 

lifeless expanse of the Dry Zealand. He was returning to the civilized hopes to be a successful civil engineer while writ- 
Valleys he found himself world. ing the Great American Novel in his spare time. 

, 

treated to the sight of 5000 “My Antarctic experience | [Powe 

Adelie penguins and leopard — was out of this world,” | iM ecMA 2 
seals frolicking on the ice pooth Stated fosummarize i 

eee eeeaiinnaainenninenntinanaeseeecaaand is time at the bottom o 
i 

Booth did not spend the entire three and a the sg merged vel E iz 
half months in the Dry Valleys. During the a wh ‘oot omits toward Johnson 
first several weeks of his time in Antarctica, vel ae fthee 1 LORE:DE- 

Booth stayed at the McMurdo Station, pre- aa out i E conking, eee kona 
paring equipment, completing training and fie ont 4 iia Tee. 
lanning for the summer research season. owever, ~ s , 

Fe ado is the largest “city” in Antarctica, Periences thet few ones President Ss Aw ard 

with about 1000 residents during the sum- CYT WIN ot only ai W 
mer months. Most people based in develop me relevant one inning Hotel 
McMurdo are support staff, backing up the Pout Lac arm ne says, 
scientists out in the field. McMurdo has ex- h nati al he carne Pann ° Complimentary Parking 
ercise facilities, movie showings, live music things a = eth an e Indoor Pool/ Whirlpool 
and even several bars. When preparations ca to 1 < a ot ae e Plaza Cafe/Lounge 
were completed in early November, Booth tie ‘eut wor ne con 4 ° Hair dryers, coffee makers, irons/ 
left McMurdo and flew out to Lake Hoare eam iar un estan ironing boards in all guest rooms 
to begin the field work. Even when out in ‘C@™WOFK In wae any ° Transportation to Airport, 
the field, he occasionally escaped from the oe ne tty boleg UW Campus and Monona Terrace 
barren desolation of the Dry Valleys. One of WOrS necessar © One block to the Kohl Center 
the highlights of Booth’s stay in Antarctica alive: oat back-on the 
was his trip to collect data at a small pond iM continues to study 
adjacent to the sea. There, instead of the life- Anus ar nso 1 Aza 

less expanse of the Dry Valleys, he found hydrology and water ne Howard Joh nP -Hotel 
himself treated to the sight of 5000 Adelie Surees 1 the cwil oe 525 West Johnson Street 

« a neering department. He * 
penguins and leopard seals frolicking on the still lowe io go’out inthe Madison, WI 53703 

. field and study firsthand 608-251-5511 
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e LeaderShabe:. Sar ry 

Experience) “i o 
wc i a 
> ee es ae 

es on . al 3 a eo. , 

By Heather Wagner ian ae : : ? page am, : oe, ty 
ie +i) $4 Moo we ye 2 ae Oe aint 

o bea leader is to be a role model. To <8 ~ ‘ 7. \°@ ae ie ai ‘4 hf y F 

| bea leader is to be not afraid ofachal- | bs ‘ } io l . 
lenge. To be a leader is to be able to V oy udu / - UN a ea oY 

put forth the extra effort to accomplish your | Wy a , 9 : LA? "dr Pas 
goals, not just envision them. Throughout |e” ' p = SS 
my life [have always thought of myselfasa | 4 ho > | Dein ds Va Dae 
leader. Ever since elementary school, I have a3 —" aeail 4 he iw, | ia 
thought of myself as a role model, combat- ass ae i ‘ wd S iw) 
‘ ce RF ia a a. 2 
ing my challenges and achieving my goals, |” a BP eee ee 
both asa valuable contributing member ofa -==SssaRieuaan ' ” _ Cane NESS os See 
team and as a leader. This past summer, I The first University of Wisconsin-Madison LeaderShape Graduates. 

had the opportunity to take yet another step sues relating to leadership development. After settling into our rooms, and playing a 
in making myself a better leader. I was able | LeaderShape begins with participants en- few games of volleyball, it was time to focus 
to attend UW-Madison’s first ever gaging in opportunities for self-reflection. on the theme for day one; Building Commu- 
LeaderShape Institute, August 26-31, 1997, Participants then move on to learning about _ nity. We started by going through several ice 
at the St. Benedict’s Center in Madison. forming a vision and creating powerful breakers to try to get to know everyone’s 

stretch goals. With this information, partici#,"mamies/and learn a little bit about each per- 
What is LeaderShape? pants have the opportunity to create a Be we did not realize it at that 
For me, LeaderShape was an exciting, fun, _ erful vision for their own organization, | I Se ime, in a matter of just a few days, each one 

motivating, intense, exhilarating, and won- is a dynamic, interactive program tl fat af of'upin thatroom would know everyone else’s 
derful experience. “LeaderShape is de- fords participants the op; pena io explo fe ppmcand eae" them our friend. 
scribed as an intensive six-day program that _ personal characteristics, expand t eir lea a : oe / 

exposes students to various aspects and is- ership knowledge, eet and v of k with That evening we met in our family clusters 
peers, as well as talk to cu nent leaders fro Ht oe st time. The entire group of 50 stu- 
the University and surroundir g.commu- a We up into four smaller 

. nity.” (Wisconsin LeaderShape ‘97) _ _ groups called family clusters, each of which 
4 So oe , iaycluster facilitator. The family clusters 
ae Wisconsin Leader: Shape 1997 | allowed us to get to know 10 - 12 other stu- 
Ce On a humid summer afternoon in Y f dent: a a much closer level. Each cluster 

Cs a 36 students from the College of Engineering _ boasted pride in its members by thinking up 
aoe 4 and six students from the School of Business a trademark name and a unique cheer to 

Dees boarded two buses headed for the St. _ identify themselves. “The Cluster Formerly 
on " Benedict’s Center on the north side of Lake Knownas theJ Bunch,” “Not One of Them,” 

4 Fea Mendota. Established in 1966 by the sisters “Clusterphoria,” and “Dynamic Dozen” 
E ak of St. Benedict, the 130 acres of woodlands, were the unusual, but very creative names 

l rae wetlands, and prairie provide opportunities _ that the different clusters came up with. The 

bs i for walking, jogging, and reflecting. The night closed with sharing our newfound 
ao outdoor recreation facilities also included a __ pride by singing our cheers and displaying 

. swimming pool and volleyball, basketball, our cluster names for the entire group. 
F a a and badminton courts. The beautiful build- 

: | a ings and natural surroundings added even On Wednesday morning, my alarm and my 
; c more to our overall experience at demeanor were harsh reminders of how little 

/ % T Wa . LeaderShape. sleep I had actually gotten the night before. 
ih co Even in my comatose state I was enthusias- 
¢ fee Upon arrival, we were enthusiastically _ tic for my first full day at LeaderShape. The 

. : , greeted by Dusty Porter and Ginny Carroll, _ theme for day two, “The Value of One, The 

our lead facilitators from the national Power of All,” was exemplified by the low 

LeaderShape organization. Michael Alley, ropes course we participated in that morn- 
One of the many team building activites Shelly Reindl, Karen Dettinger, and Ron _ ing. We were all able to better learn the value 

that LeaderShapers participated in Mengel, our cluster facilitators, were not far of teamwork and good communication 
during the six days: Balloon Towers!! behind. 
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through the various activities lead by the “Bringing Vision to Reality” was the theme and the six pillars of character: trustworthi- 
UW-Madison Adventure Learning Programs for day four. Throughout the activities _ ness, fairness, respect, caring, responsibility, 
(ALPs) volunteers. Activities included the planned for day four we “fine tuned” our and citizenship. Most clusters then spent 
usual trust fall, as well as several others with visions and set stretch goals to achieve those most of their afternoon working on formu- 

the same theme of community, trust and visions. The three key characteristics of _ lating a skit. Each cluster was given four 
clear communication. The rest of the day’s _ stretch goals are that they are aligned with quotes which they were supposed to act out, 
activities included a self assessment inven- _ the organization’s vision, they are measur- or somehow incorporate into a fifteen 
tory, discussion of a leadership strategy able and specific, including completion dates _ minute skit. This time gave each group its 
called Cog’s Ladder and finally a session _ and they are big and bold. By clearly formu- chance to show off some of their creativity 
dealing with “The Value of One, The Power _ lating our stretch goals, we made a sort of and hone their acting skills. For an hour an 

of All.” That night we were able to enjoy a __ self-check by which we could measure the a half that night, each cluster got to present 
campfire with s’mores, surrounded by the aaa 

beauty of nature and the company of our } — F 
newfound friends. i 4 a Biecg 

Mf es r a s 
On Thursday morning I noticed that after 4 aii eA a fay } 
only two nights at LeaderShape, there were ua | 
already fewer people at breakfast than there j ’ tw? 
had been just the day before. Even though x ie \ ee " me Ce 

ad 4 —— ao) an ; we all were fed very well, hardly anyone was BY # ws a” ¥ Re ete. 
willing to sacrifice that extra half hour of [i Rosi ae saree ~ —~ b P< a s 
sleep just to get up to go to breakfast. Day [Mew a ok ) ee 3 Ps. ec 
three focused on “Challenging What is, | 1, . WL Sear 4 »_ ag 
Looking to What Could Be.” The morning's bf —  * Qo m s | oe 
activities challenged each participant to form — | eo a 
a powerful vision for the group or organiza- Sei rs 
tion that they were involved with. This pow- g 
erful vision was to be, “...a compelling, bold 

and transforming future picture for an or- f oy a 
ganization, group of people, cause or com- | eaderShapers gather together to share their visions with each other. 
munity.” Several hours that morning and 
afternoon were spent sharing, editing and _ success of our visions. On Friday afternoon......its.skit forthe entire group. Little did we 
revising our visions. Each participant’s vi- we continued to share and edit our visions, — know that each skit would be funnier than 
sion was to be something in which they truly and we had a chance to listen to a presenta- _ thenext. From scribbles written in bathroom 
believed and upon which they wanted to tion about “Gathering Momentum and : stalls, or the Ricki Fake show, to a blossom- 
have a positive influence on. These visions _ Building Relationships.” ‘Thatsnight we all ing company. called.Crap Inc, and of course 
were the central focus of our participating participated in a game ¢alled Star Power _ who could forget Saturday Night Live, each 
in LeaderShape. That evening was a panel _ which was to teach us abe the dynamics _ skit portrayed a unique image of what we 
discussion with Thomas Sasman, General of power and influence. When we started _ had all learned at LeaderShape. 
manager for Cargill in Dayton, Ohio; Mary __ this game, we had no i incredible oe : 

Tilton, Vice President of Technology at lessons we would learn om it. Unfortu- The last day of LeaderShape urged students 
Standish Industries; and Richard Thomas, nately I cannot put down in vords.the im- _to“Stay In Action.” The half day on Sunday 
President of RSC Consulting. Each panel pact this eye opening, confror tational, and ~ wasspentattending a graduation ceremony 
member entertained questions from the au- extremely emotional game, had oneachone _ and farewell brunch. That morning when we 
dience and told their story of how they be- of us. For those who attended LeaderShape ‘had the chance to reflect on all that had hap- 
came leaders both in their personal and pro- jt was surely a night we will all remember. pened in the last six days, we stood hand- 
fessional lives. lf in-hand in a large circle and looked around 

The overall goal of at the faces of the strangers who we could 
omen LeaderShape was to now call our friends. In our final moments 

on teach students to be _ together, there were intense feelings of com- 
ae T%, leaders that live and munity, pride and enthusiasm. To those who 

ea “ a oo te lead with integrity. All attended LeaderShape, “Staying In Action” 
4 \ a ae by e of Saturday morning meant we were to stay focused on our vi- 

4 4H & “Pi was spent listening to sions and never back down. We were to re- 
a * a ss fe 1908) eae a the lead facilitators  alize the potential of a single individual with 
6 £ a J Cie petal A develop the basis for a dream. We were to share with others all 

ad PEN “a | A! lend leading a life of integ- _ that we had learned from our unforgettable 
a od aaa ~ ae « ; rity based on core LeaderShape experience. 

“ ye A Py \ p j ethical values, per- 

as V 4 shed iy ™%, \ >. “a sonal values, integrity, Author Bio: Heather Wagner is a senior in 

ge Se MG PS fa 4 and character-based mechanical engineering. She is also pursu- 
wt vA f _ Sp iy decision making, as _ ing the technical communications certificate. 

ip | 4 developed by Joseph- 

} 4 | j son Institute of Ethics. All pictures courtesy of Wisconsin LeaderShape 
. . ‘ They explained the — Student Organization. 

Participants discuss in a group the meaning of integrity. payoffs of integrity 
——$—————————————— 
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= a a a 

ital Video Discs: Dig : 

igital Versatile Disc, Digital Video A partnership between Sony and Philips |The DVD was initially developed by Philips 
Disc, or simply, DVD is the newest was pushing a DVD system that plays con- Corporation and had up to 4.2 gigabytes of 
and best technology has to offer for — ventional compact discs and CD-ROMs as __ storage capacity. Today, DVDs encompass 

video and audio purposes. For the first time well as discs storing 135 minutes of broad- four disc types: single-sided or double- 
video and audio have combined onto a_ cast-quality video. Toshiba and Time _ sided, and with one or two layers. A stan- 

single format that is superior to any other Warner where promoting a rival system dard single-sided, one-layer disc can hold 
format. with a storage capicity of 180 minutes. 4.7 gigabytes of data, approximately seven 

While Toshiba-Time Warner DVDs contain _ times the data capacity of a current com- 
Two decades ago, the home-entertainment more data, Sony-Philips had an advantage _ pact disc. For greater data density, there are 
battle matched two incompatible video-re- as the dominate producers of audio CDs _ smaller pits on the surface of the disc, a 
cording systems, Sony’s Beta and and CD-ROMs. Both groups were courting more closely-spaced track and a shorter- 
Matsushita’s VHS, with VHS eventually other electronics manufacturers as well as wavelength red laser is used to read the 

winning. The latest challenge pitted two Hollywood studios and software compa- data. . Pits are the tiny grooves on a disk 
major electronics alliances in fierce compe- _ nies. that encode the information in binary code. 
tition to decide the next generation of — The error correction scheme is also more 
entertainment technology, digital video . a mo a Pl =o ae ae el me | robust than for CDs. Dual-layer DVDs 

discs (DVDs). DVDs resemble audio a” Po a a” a es wl = = me i al can hold more than 12 times the infor- 

CDs and CD-ROMs but can hold much = Pa 4 Pal a Pal 1 ees a oe on™ mation of a CD on a single side. So 

more information. A decision was made_ jg Ps a = Pal is Pa — s ee el | there’s no need to turn the disc over. The 

late last year to finally call a truce and al a Po st - = "| = Ss pe ol a fm) double layer is achieved by using two 

create a single standard for this power- a Po Pol Pt a al ff oe eal a layers of pits with a membrane that 

ful new storage medium. hs A = Pal oe A t a a ae oot -| separates the two layers. The laser can 

a PJ Po Pal i fal = [ell on | choose which layer to focus on, thus 

The world’s first digital video disc play- Po a Pa a a F nl a oo el putting two sides onto one. 

ers made their much-awaited debut in. |p oe - - = = f Pl — C 

Japan on November 1, 1996, despite Hl a Pl Pal ls a ee el Peel The extensive data storage capability of 

worries over the severe lack of available a Pl = Pt a al —— el aa the DVD also allows for delivery of 

software and the continuing contro- ee ee high-quality full-length motion pic- 
wersy: over copynightlaws: The electron- DVD Picture Standard VHS Picture __ tures. A single-side of a 12 centimeter 
ics industry has pinned high hopes on the 720 pixels 320 pixel disc can store a two hour, 13 minute movie, 
DVD, which it believes has the potential to P ‘at ace tien trite teuckdion pixels and dual-layer discs can hold movies that 

replace current compact discs, laser discs, Many movies are cropped by as much as are more than four hours long. Sound ca- 

CD-ROMs and even conventional video- third to fit a standard. box-shapped, tele- pability is remarkable with digital audio 
tapes. DVDs have an enormous storage ca- one Si 4 PPE tracks supporting 8-channel surround 

: oe vision screen. But with just the press of a cai 
pacity and can be utilized not only for au- button, a DVD Player can switch between sound, multi-lingual sound tracks and sub- 
dio and video: players but also for multi- 4:3, 4:3-letterbox and 16:9 formats. The 16:9 titles. in fact, several different permutations 
media, personal computers. format is‘the least’ encoded format because of the same movie can be stored on one side 

. Zs ss - of the disc: a PG-rated version, an R-rated 
2 it requires a 16:9 television screen. x (i 

The battle over new computer technologies version and a letter-box (wide screen) ver- 
has recently taken a global perspective. ~ 4:3 Aspect Ratio Sion. The version to be watched and heard 
There were two competing standards for the >) ~ Standard would be chosen via selector buttons and 
next generation of CDs, each backed by a = ® Television Screen in this way could perform parental-control 
coalition of electronics manufacturers. s Lo - ™ functions via password protection. 
These two groups announced their decision 
to work together to develop High Density These incredible storage capabilities give 
CDs. The new alliance supporting DVDs is the DVD limitless possibilities for entertain- 
composed of all the major consumer elec- 4:3 Letterbox ment and computing applications. Home 

tronics manufacturers including Philips, Format ee 7 DVD players have already hit the market. 
Sony, Toshiba, Matsushita, Pioneer and Theater-style ee The prices range from $399-$1,000. Sony, 
Hitachi. The goal was to come up with one Screen ing a ay Toshiba and other manufactures already 

standard that fills the needs of both the en- ‘ \ have several models out. 
tertainment and the computer industries. = 

eee 
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For the entertainment industry, DVDs will ff sme PV! +f afarances on ha Wah: | Noted DVD Release dates: 
offer quality that surpasses today’s laser | . 
video discs and store hours of musicona | __ : | Columbia TriStar 
single disc. It will be more like watching a ON Oe econ , Air Force One 2/10/98 
film than a video tape because the new for- | MUP#/ ; ‘ i ey | Das Boot: Directors Cut 12/9/97 
mat supports chroma and luminance band- : 7 The Fifth Element 12/09/97 
width that rivals film. This is what Holly- : NU page < Se eee a hae | Flatliners 12/9/97 
wood has been waiting for, a cost-effective | MHPH//W) ; ao ee Dimension Films 
way to deliver full-length motion pictures | ee - ee | Scream 12/7/97 
that is inherently difficult to duplicate or pi- ; a : , : ae oe | Hollywood Pictures 

rate. Ato NiWW.sel_cony.com/SEL/consum /| The Rock 12/2/97 

For the computer industry, the impressive [@V@> 9 Jombstone 12/2/97 
storage capability is one consideration, but | _ ee 4 Live Home Video 
data retrieval speed is the most attractive | @etalled look at the Hollywood copy\ vt Hoosiers 11/18/97 
quality of the DVD. Because the discs will |@QI@@IN@Ms Platoon 11/18/97 
spin up to ten times faster than CD-ROMs, | HPY/WWW.Cemaclty.org/ 7 The Running Man 11/18/97 
the DVD will be a practical way to create |) 779 8 MGM/UA 
the illusion that virtual reality requires. ee a ae 2 ae ts oo te : on : _| | Dr. Suess’s How the Grinch Stole Christ- 
Many titles that are still under development le ee mas/Horton Hears a Who 11/18/97 
will have transitions between scenes thatare [USUI ee) | 007: From Russia With Love 11/18/97 nearly instantaneous, finally providing us- . z 
ers with the effect that the software was de- eo Ww The Guol, detiad eke ele n Apion 
signed to do. DVD players are fully back- N 4 Th ‘I & ki : wet Jag 
ward-compatible with today’s CD-ROM, “@3 gs” « Smee Se OUISe ‘ 
and audio CDs. There is single file-format —, a a a PolyGram Filmed Entertainment 
standard, and most importantly, there will * ney 1 —_— i ) When We Were Kings 11/18/97 
be forward compatibility with new, higher- 2 £ - : ; oS E Touchstone Home Video 
density versions that are still under devel- @ ee . es Phenomenon 12/2/97 
opment. Further media enhancements will} 3 yr. si Ransom 12/2/97 
eventually allow for higher density record- C) < ~~ S Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before 

ing. >? WS 1 Christmas 12/2/97 
Universal hardware wonton the orket butjegenese Compiled from staff reports by Dean Stir Backdraft 12/9/97 

firms producing DVDs had anticipated that Bi neerl at ep Waterworld'12/9/97 
big Hollywood entertainment companies c tee eens Be ‘Wartler 
would offer movie software in the new for- esar G. Moran is currently living in Contact 12/16/97 
mat by fall 1996. Widespread release of such adie ni aoe Kila: WStO-udeli Grumpier Old Men 11/18/97 
software is considered a key element to H . : htto/Av . t Ky ki ae a - The Hunchback of Notre Dame 11/18/97 
boost the market. But it was not until late ean Pu WW.tAMA@ru, KUES. Kyoto: The Secret Garden 11/18/97 
October, of that year, that Hollywood movie "@CJP/~cesar 
makers and hardware manufacturers : x Z agteed on improved technologies to prevent There are 6 regions or locales determined for copy protection. 

piracy. As a result, no movie software was : ee US, Ve Fn ai E 
ready for release to coincide with the hard- - Japan, urope South Attica, Middle Bast warerdebut: 3. Southeast Asia, East Asia 

4. Australia, New Zealand, Pacific Islands, Central America, South America, Caribbean 
Although the first generation of DVD ma- 5s Former USSR, Indian Subcontinent, Africa 

chines are still play-only, we will soon see 6. China 3 : ‘ 5 A ; DVD recorders for computer and audio- Regional codes are entirely optional. Discs without codes will play in any country. 
video applications. One of the biggest stum- Each player is given a code for the region in which it is sold. The player will refuse 
bling blocks to their introduction has been to play discs which are not allowed in that region. This means that discs bought in 
how the proposed copy protection/ one country may not play on players bought in another country. 

encription systems affected the PC. The . 7 
work still to be done includes protecting Some DVD-Video Eeatures: f copy-righted transmission to the home, and Smooth scanning at 2X, 10X and 30X forward and reverse 

between devices copying from analog to peeze rame d 
digital formats, and in prerecorded music. ata Y A ame aavance 
How long this will take is a question of tech- Cha tee fe ke h 
nology, but once developed, the recordable Pp a a : 
DVD will take us into a new era of infor- Parental eon mation storage. Multiple camera angles 

Multiple languages 
Multiple subtitles 
Repeat mode 

———— 
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Ladi d Gentil adies an entiemen, 

| | Start Your Engines! 

By Steve Roberts financial and chronological constraints. So In 1995, Chrysler donated a new Dodge In- 

HH buckle-up and enjoy the ride. One of these _ trepid to Team Paradigm for use as the basis 

0 you're looking for a decent student — teams could be looking for YOU. of their design. While the vehicle looks a lot 

S organization to join. Your mom tells like a normal Intrepid from the outside, it is 

you it would be good for you. Your Team Paradigm hardly that. The diesel engine is periodically 

advisors tell you it will look good ona re- Team Paradigm, the most recent addition assisted by a 15 hp electric motor powered 

sume. And your professors count it towards to the group, has been developing HEVs _ by a 300 Ib battery pack mounted under- 

your brownie point total for the semester.So since 1991. HEVs are vehicles in which a _ neath the vehicle. A dedicated purpose com- 

why does finding a good student organiza- combination of an internal combustion en- puter is used to control the amount and tim- 

tion to join sound about as much fun as find- gine and an electric motor is used to pro- ing of the power assist to ensure the most 

ing a good dentist to give you a root canal? _—_ duce traditional performance while getting _ efficient operation. Many other data acqui- 

Well, it doesn’t have to be that way! three to four times the gas mileage. Accom- _ sition tasks are performed by the computer 

plishing this objective is no small task. It 

Though there are many worthwhile student takes a team of over 30 people from vari- So if you feel the need for 

organizations on campus, some of the most _ ous disciplines and a lot of industry hard- daeeiag Soca 

dynamic and interesting ones are right un- _ ware to get the job done. speed but can’t fill it with 

l a SS your ‘79 Gremlin, read on 

“ i a k. * os , a —— 

s rr ys J > as to make sure that all aspects of the vehicle 

: a y are running properly. Depending on the situ- 

fh ation, the car can put out as much as 90 hp 

eerie eee) and reach top speeds of approximately 100 
ane ae RE ' mph. This past year’s design was able to 

‘ a gilt travel approximately 55 miles on a single 

& iil s ly gallon of regular gasoline. This equates to 

= cso 10 = a 62 mpg of diesel fuel due, in part, to its en- 

— : ( mes ii atari sae oc ergy density being higher. 

9 ts omen LE 

er en gn milage matcle,he 
a © goal of 80 mpg is the Holy Grail of HEV effi- 

& ciency. To help achieve that goal, the team 
8 has acquired a brand new, aluminum-bod- 

3 ied Ford Taurus. This new body will enable 

Team Paradigm drivers race down the \ 2 se : aos 
highway during the 600 mile road rally f 

this year. ae) 

der your nose here at the College of Engi- Vf ) = 

neering, such as Team Paradigm, Formula yy x eS We 5 4 coe a 

SAE and Baja Car. These “big three” vehicle AY cae a an ane \) FG oy i 

design groups offer challenging, hands-on 4 | ox”) ee “py \ 

projects that can literally take students where j > Se a oo ts a 

they want to go. From Team Paradigm’s . a Sa he ~~ Rl saecaneat 

technical Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV), to Pei sn Hy io " 

the speed and power of the Formula SAE 7 aN oe aa bs ss 

roject, to the dirt-busting Baja Car, there is | A " aN , 

something for just about everyone. While the lk 279 CM Ad retell rte Lee ey & 

main goal of each organization is to provide een ae eR ed 5 

students with a practical learning experi- S — £ 

ence, each has energetic and resourceful —__— e 

team members who take the bottom line very ti 8 

seriouslyeeto produce a quality, innovative : 3 

and competitive product within predefined — This Team Paradigm member is really getting into his work. 
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Dirt flies in the Arizona desert as this Baja Team driver embarks at this year’s Mini-Baja West Competition. 

the team to drop the overall weight of the Team Paradigm offers students the ability to Unlike the FutureCar project, the formula car 
vehicle from a bulky 3700 Ibs down to ap- _ receive degree credit for their work (depend- _ is built from scratch. The car has a custom 
proximately 2900 Ibs. When dealing with ing on the student’s major and its depart- chassis and frame built around a customized, 
fuel efficiency, vehicle weight is of para- ment policies) or to simply volunteer their _ turbo-charged and fuel injected 400 cc mo- 
mount importance, and this new body will time. Some of the different applicable ma- _ torcycle engine. At only 490 Ibs, this 80 hp 
undoubtedly help the team as they try to _jors include mechanical engineering, electri- car really moves. It can do zero to 60 mph in 
squeeze every last foot of distance out of a _ cal engineering, industrial engineering, busi- approximately four seconds and has a top 
gallon of gas. You could be part of the team ness and communications. Business majors _ speed of about 110 mph. However, the em- 

that helps the 80 mpg dream become a reality! track the budget while communications _ phasis is placed on handling rather than 
majors are needed to help with the market- _ speed. Much effort is put into improving the 

The team’s goal this year is to compete in _ ing of the team. Freshmen and sophomores _car’s chassis and suspension systems in or- 
the third, and final, FutureCar Challenge. can get involved but junior standing is re- _ der to take full advantage of the engine’s out- 
This three-year competition has challenged quired for the 3-credit independent study put. Building a vehicle from scratch is a 
teams to build a mid-size vehicle that main- _ courses offered by most engineering depart- monumental challenge, but the pride felt 
tains current automotive standards of per- ments. Also, a minimum GPA of 2.5 overall during competition is unbeatable. 
formance, utility, comfort, safety and price (or 3.0 in the last two semesters) is required. 
while achieving up to 80 mpg equivalent fuel The only other pre-requisites, according to — 
economy. While at the Challenge, the car will | Glenn Bower, faculty advisor for Team Para- J 4 
be put through a series of both staticand dy- _ digm, are interest and self-motivation. These Bea ] een en a 
namic tests. The static tests include emis- two elements, along with some practical * re i eee «. yaaa. 
sions, fuel economy and several different training from the veteran team members, ‘ ane wii Lt phot al | 
design categories including application of — will make you a successful Team Paradigm |i alec eats aa Bae ee itl 
new technologies and manufacturability. | member. al sa: eg hw dt to) bps. 

fo Gy see 4 ERE IR Aa SRS So GP emetaacemiaincnsiaanee The dynamic (i.e. fun) tests include an poe Lae s is eh 1 
eighth-mile acceleration test, a maneuver- as gue ety “Se ok ee 
ability test and a 600 mile road rally. The UW Formula SAE ee ae : . eS “ ea ae 

has placed third overall out of 12 schools in So maybe you're not into all of that fancy as | Pa Gd co 
each of the first two years of the competi- hybrid electric vehicle stuff. Maybe you're = ———— a : 
tion. Way to go team! Though the next com- _ from the old fashioned school of horsepower ee ie, 
petition isn’t until June of 1998, the team is and handling. Ifso, Formula SAE is foryou. | 
already working diligently to prepare for it. SAEstands for the Society of AutomotiveEn- | i as 0): 
This event warrants and receives nationwide _ gineers. UW-Madison first gotinvolved with | es ee ee ae 
attention from not only the major automo- SAE in 1983 with only three other schools. | = seas ee a % 
bile manufacturers (Chrysler, Ford, GM) but This year, SAE has over 100 school members. eo ea on cannes Ba FA 
also from the U.S. Department of Energy. So if you feel the need for speed but can’t fill The Silverdome’s parking lot proves to 

it with your ’79 Gremlin, read on. be no match for this Formula SAE driver. 
—————— 
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es 7 "1 _ sion, including the roll cage, are designed 
ae SS sand manufactured by the team, and they are 

| __ of the utmost importance when trying to ma- 
| neuver the vehicle through the bumps and 

ie | ruts of demanding off-road courses. Perfor- 
: ae - | jaiieel mance quotes are fairly meaningless here 

: ss me (32mph top speed - man, that’s slow!). The 
Poe a main objective with this car is to finish the 

; cial race. 

¥ &! raed Each year there are three SAE sponsored baja 
Liat . . 7 2 events across the country - the SAE Mini- 

* “eG abn Va _— . Baja Competition East, Midwest and West. 
: c } é: 3 : UW-Madison typically competes in only the 

¢ . a . a Midwest and West events (some “minor” 

| : li detail about a requirement that the vehicle 
ata ' <j y << 5 ae 2 : w floats has kept us out of the East competi- 

pa sg " " 2 = ~~ % tion). The format of these competitions is 
A P|] é similar to that of the FutureCar and Formula 

" £ events - both static and dynamic vehicle 
4 8 tests. In the Baja events, the static judging 

. 8 and design report count for one-third of the 

The Formula SAE Team takes a break to show off its hard work during this year’s Points. Another one-third go for dynamic 
competition in Detroit, Mi. performance based on acceleration, top 

speed, braking, skid-pull and maneuverabil- 
Each year, the 100 or so SAE member schools and communications majors are needed. The __jty, And the granddaddy of them all, worth 
gather to show off their hard work in the For- _ same GPA requirements hold as for Team the final one-third, is a four-hour, survival- 

mula SAE Competition. Typically held near Paradigm (those are stan- 
Detroit (a.k.a. Motor City, USA), this event | dard requirements for all 
has both static and dynamic events (much — student groups), and the 
like the FutureCar competition). Theempha- team will train inexperi- 
sis with this car, however, isaccelerationand enced individuals who 

handling so the dynamic tests are held ona __ have a strong interest in 
tight, half-mile track. In past years, thisevent _ the project and self-moti- 
has been held in the parking lot of the — vation. 
Pontiac Silverdome in Detroit, MI. With auto 
industry moguls looking on, the cars are put yp 
through a series of tests including “skid pad” Baja Car 4 eo 
(or figure eight), acceleration, auto-cross Think back to when you | 7 | i 

(timed, one-lap event) and a 15-lap endur- _ were young. Did you like i . ry 3 

ance race. UW-Madison finished 40th over- playing in the mud and N 
all in this year’s competition after experienc- dirt? Were you the kid LZ ch ] 
ing some mechanical difficulties. The next _ that always came home so + an 
competition will be held in May of 1998, and ___ filthy that your mom had ~~ 
the team is already looking for hard-work- a coronary? Even today 4 F » 
ing members to help them reach new per- you get a little giddy ‘ % “ yj > 
formance levels. when the rain falls, and ee ee i 

you daydream of taking \ {cee f 
— —_ ff your shoes and y eens 

sags . squishing your toes in a om Cae Building a vehicle from slinky pale of hyduated Ps ; Pa 

scratch is a monumental dirt. Dirt is truly your o ae oe | 
challenge, but the pride felt friend. If any oF unis wR if ek 

‘ wae ; sounds even remotely fa- Ys r 
during competition is miliar, then the Baja Car Ny 5 

unbeatable group just might be for » 8 
a VOU fs 

The same type of degree credits can be The Baja Car, like the For- so. S 
earned through the Formula SAE group as mula SAE Car, is built i 
through Team Paradigm. As expected, the completely from scratch. 5 
desired majors here are more related to the It is a four-wheeled, all- a 

mechanical realm and include mechanical terrain vehicle (ATV) Strike a pose. Mike Christopherson (Right) and Pat Clint 
engineers, material science engineers anden- which utilizes an 8 hp help put the finishing touches on this past season’s baja 

gineering mechanics majors. Some industrial Briggs & Stratton engine. gay, 
and electrical engineers as well as business _ The chassis and suspen- 

ES 
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of-the-fittest endurance race.Can youimag- So there you have it - Team Paradigm, For- [7 
ine getting to go watch, or better yet drive,a mula SAE and Baja Car. Three quality stu- 
vehicle that you helped design in a race? dent organizations that will not only fill your : CONTACT INFORMATION 
UW-Madison placed ninth overall out of 80 need for speed but will make your mom Team Paradigm and Baja Car 
teams at this year’s Midwest competition - _ proud too! Consider joining one today. Glenn Bower, faculty advisor 
great job Team Baja! They are now busy pre- B106 Engineering Research Building 
paring for the 1998 Midwest competition, Author Bio- Steve Roberts is a lifer electri- Office phone: (608) 263-7252 
which will be held in nearby Waukesha, WI, cal engineering senior who will be graduat- ‘e-mail: bowerg@engr.wisc.edu 
in late May. ing (So he’s been told) in December. Will Le ” 

miracles never cease?! His hobbies include Formula SAE 
The Baja Car team is looking for a variety of dropping and retaking classes, prolonging Kim Manner, faculty advisor 
skills possessed by mechanical engineers, in- _ graduation by doing co-ops and any other (SAE Student Group, too) 
dustrial engineers, material science engi- _ graduation-impeding activities that he can 355A Mechanical Engineering 
neers, and the indispensable business and _ find. When asked if he would pursue his | Office phone: (608) 262-4825 
communications majors. As with the other Master's Degree right away, Steve replied, e-mail: kmanner@engr.wisc.edu 
teams, you can volunteer time or take inde- “I don’t think | can handle eight more years ee : 
pendent study courses for credit (the stan- of school at this point in my life.” He is cur- Mike Moyer, student team leader 
dard minimum GPA guidelines do apply). _ rently working with engineering department Home phone: (608) 238-9681 
Again, experience is not required. The team _ officials to remedy his impending graduation e-mail: mamoyer@students.wisc.edu 
will train eager and industrious students. situation. ‘ 

ee ie ph ge a ee 
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This page is dedicated to the College of Engineering Student Orga- i i i 

nizations. The intent is to inform students of the many organiza- American Society of Mechanical 

tions that exist on this campus, what they stand for, activities they Engineers (ASM E) 

participate in/organize and the services they provide for the stu- 

dents: The University of Wisconsin - Madison 

. . ASME Student Section’s main goal is to 

Pi Tau Sig ma prepare future mechanical engineers for 

Pi Tau Sigma is an honorary Mechanical Hien Careers industy and academia. 
O sxe : ta ASME seeks to enrich students with ex- 

Engineering Society that originated here : : , 
‘ : ; fs ‘ periences not available in the courses 

at the University of Wisconsin-Madison . ‘ . 
; * <_e taught at UW - Madison. Some of these experiences include plant 

and at the University of Illinois. It was A : 
. as Le trips to Ford, Trek, John Deere, Caterpillar, and many other places. 

started in 1915 “with the realization that : ; : 3 . 
honor societies made a definite contribu- Other experiences include attending conferences in the fall, winter, 

: 7 i and spring, and participating in leadership opportunities in any of 
tion to the department” and that member- Pring, P ating P opP' y 

4 ship is beneficial now and in the future the twenty officer positions and on committees. In addition, mem- 

Its T pasties ate: FOSteE NIOH ideals in bers can hear from speakers from industry and school at the bi- 
oe j ; 5 monthly meetings, and give something back to the community 

the engineering profession, promote aca- 
; 5 , through volunteer activities such as High School Outreach Day on 

demic and professional development and Campus andthe blond. da 
encourage leadership and citizenship. ampus an 00 & 

The top one-fourth of the junior and top one-third of the senior class a UW section is not only ae locally but also regionally: The 
: fe cd ope : : section has been rated the most active in region VI in two of the past 
in ME are invited to join Pi Tau Sigma. Members are reconized for - ee 5 

: : 3 F . three years. Some of the schools included in this region are MSOE, 
their outstanding academic performance for life and have the op- Purdue, Louisvill 4 eal otha ‘Also the region VI student 

portunity to develop leadership and communication skills. Activi- UrCUE, ous si Cr ANE SEV ETANO ers. 7 e region Vii stuce 
oe : i F representative is from the UW section. 

ties include general meetings with a speaker from industry; stu- 

dent/ professor activities such as volleyball match, cookout and lun- . : : ik 

cheon; plant trips; and our annual spring banquet at the Prime Quar- Hor me information on ae UW ASME sechon chide iioma- 
ore . . “ cas cee "tional board in the ME lobby, call the office at 262-2973 , stop by 

ter. We also provide a free drop-in tutoring service open to all stu ffice at 119 Mechanical Engi ine Buildin 

dents on campus, and one on one tutors for ME students. Email Pi our omc com gineering Pu & 
ai A g A email: asme@cae.wisc.edu, or visit our homepage: 

Tau Sigma at pitau@cae.wisc.edu for any questions. . www.cae.wisc.edu/~asme/ 

The American Nuclear Society The Institute of Industrial Engineers 

‘ The American Nuclear Society provides Mission: . ducational 5s, facili 
A @ students within the university Communit To provide programs to enhance educational progress, facilitate 

\ OAY / < ineans for’ professional development, industrial relationships, and increase social interaction between In- 

ee Dt) a ea ’ dustrial Engineering students.” 
N ' ry contributes toward the development of ustrial Engineering stucen's 

S ) nuclear science and technology at UW- The Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE) introduces students to 

vaieen Se es. ie other many aspects of Industrial Engineering. As a member of IIE you 
ranches and with the society, anc serves — will interact with industry on many occasions. Every month IE 

as a focal point within the university community for interchange of brings speakers in to eeplath to students what an nadseal Engi- 

information in the area of nuclear science and technology. neer does in “the real world”. This helps students decide if Indus- 
trial Engineering is right for them, and those who find a match are 

We hold monthly meetings with speakers on various topics. We shown Oa Naseoon: skills can be applied in industry. 

speak to local schools and organizations about nuclear science and 

technology as well as conduct tours of our nuclear reactor facility. [TE also has educational programs open to its members. These pro- 

We also organize trips to conferences and nuclear related facilities grams include; Students Advising Students (SAS), tutoring, and 
such as recent visits to Fermilab and Byron nuclear power plant. _ mentoring. 
Our Engineering Expo ’97 display included samples of irradiated 

food and a model of one of the latest nuclear power plant designs. __ If you are an Industrial Engineering student and would like to be- 
come more involved, learn more about industry, or just meet more 

Our next meeting will feature a talk by astronaut Harrison Schmitt. _ people, IE is for you. 

Come join us in 106 ERB on Tuesday, December 9 at 7pm. For more 

information visit our web page at ans.neep.wisc.edu/~ans/ The next meeting will be November 19 at 6:00 pm in 159 Mechani- 

email us at ans@ans.neep.wisc.edu or call us at 265-3992. cal Engineering Building. For more information on IIE contact Mike 
Koplin by phone 232-7067, email iie@caelab1.cae.wisc.edu or visit 

our website at www.cae.wisc.edu/~iie 
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i i What are benefits of joining IEEE? 
Engineers for Environment and AILIEEE members receive a personal subscription to the IEEE Spec- 

sess Technology trum magazine. With this, IEEE members gain an edge with the 
i> |o a so best technical information on electrical and computer engineering 

(¢ a " |. Then had ieee Gene ee in the world. This is a monthly magazine that even (UW-Madison 

o RS ° cade. Since engineers are a vital part in professors have written for. IEEE is a great opportunity to network 

S the  eutactusin of all Someumen rod- with other students and industry. It is an organization to become 
acts ataS eaeantint that all aneihgere ae involved in if you want to contribute to own personal talents and 

fC aware of ongoing research and develop- skills. 

ment which focuses on the options avail Next IEEE activity is the Plexus Plant Tour on Saturday, December 6, 1997. 

hazard to the environment. Engineers for Environment and Tech- 
nology (EET) is a multi-disciplinary student group generally con- 
cerned with responsible application of scientific and engineering 
principles to the environment. Specifically, EET focuses on the tech- . . . 
nological aspects inherent in modern environmental issues in order Ameri can | nstitute of Cc hem l cal 
to prepare students for the workplace. Engineers 

As a group of engineers and scientists, our objectives are: To pro- The next meeting for the American Insti- 
mote environmental education and awareness in the form of speak- tute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) will 
ers, group discussions, and field trips. To build relationships among be Wednesday, November 19,1997. The 

undergraduate students, grad. students, professors, and industry host companies will be Biotech Resources, 

professionals. To involve members in design and research projects Genentec, Amgen, and Promega. The 
dealing with environmental issues. To provide a source of scien- topic is a panel discussion about 
tific and technological information relating to environmental con- opportinities for Chemical Engineers in 
cerns. To aid students in obtaining information about internships | the Biotechnical field. The guest profes- 
and career opportunities. sor will be Professor Cameron. The meet- 

ing will begin with pizza at 6p.m. outside of 1800 Engineering Hall 
In the past we have had a number of speakers from industry come _ and the meeting will begin at 6:30p.m. 
in to talk about environmental issues on the job. We have also co- 
sponsored two panel discussions with the Federation of Environ- 
mental Technologists (FET) involving professors and also industry 
and governmental representatives. Our next Panel Discussionon The Badger Amateur Radio Society 

Wetdidlorthesmeliog. will be held November 20 at 7:00pm. The Badger Amateur Radio Society (BARS) is the UW’s ham radio 
club. Founded in 1956, the Society’s mission is to provide an ama- 

Weare currently trying to recruit companies and firms to work with flee ate one went) a * useielaiugnts eee 

EET and ECS to start internship possibilites that would give envi- eC ik rage Gene ene i, as Se s A ol out t ‘err 
ronmental work experience. A team project for spring semester is ww icense an encourage the sue “ Pe ig), and pubilc ser- 

also being developed to help students gain hands-on experience. If viceaspects of the hamaadio a a i Be 
you would like more information regarding any of these projects 5 ee a vi Si 
or about EET in general, please e-mail wat eet@cae.wisc.edu. The mainstay of amateur adi js Ad. wide mos balahortwave 
Thanks for your time and we hope to see you soon. communication and providing er genoy-comm mn gcations during 

disasters. Hams are also involvedin developt ng new technology 
such as digital radio networks, orbiting sate @5;. and high-altitude 
balloons carrying amateur television transn itters. r\ ee, 

The Institute of Electrical and For more information on BARS, al A A ~~ 
. . http:/ /www.cs.wisc.edu/~timc/bars/ 9 aa) 

Electronics Engineers e-mail to w9yt@w9yt.engr.wisc.edy, ‘oven 1262-11 ay \ 
What is IEEE at the University if Wiscon- Gade | \ 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Ky me | /\ 
Engineers (IEEE) is a group of more than | aN i fy b ait ik *\ 
300,000 professionals and students from Wi Yo Z \ Van \ 
more than 150 countries. IEEE was an ASL — RA 
founded in 1884 and is the largest profes- This i jl Fy Z P aT F ; 

sional association in the world. It is the best source of is is a selecte ? group of organizations. Fora 

electrotechnology publications in the world and accounts for more more complete list SCE oT a WA Dg an 
than 30 percent of the total publications. At the local level, we are the September 1997 issue of the Wisconsin En- 
an organization of about 200 members. We have at least one plant gineer. For more information on how to get your 
tour a semester and plan regular meetings once a month. During organization’s announcements into the next is- 
the meetings, we have companies or distinguished speakers do pre- sue of the Wisconsin Engineer, contact 

sentations for our group. We also have social activities such as a Catherine Jehring at 262-3494 or email at 

barbecue and volleyball. cjehring @students.wisc.edu. 
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Leah Newman: ea e : 

By Shana Gadlin fessor Smith. At that : | 
point, She knew her ca- : vad 

( ool, calm, collected and quite — reer search was over. She i . 
friendly was my impression of Leah _ remarks, “Smith took me Q Be | 
Newman as she casually stepped under his wing and of- : | 

into my Industrial Engineering (IE) 313 lec- fered much guidance ilies | 
ture on the first day of class. She stood pro- and support.” Newman | 
fessionally poised in front of us,smiled,and then decided to steer her © | 
introduced herself not as Professor, not as _ path into the field of in- _ - | 
Dr. Newman and not as any other formal dustrial engineering. As ce | 
title. She stated openly, “Just call me Leah.” _ she casually states, “The bo 

rest is history.” seas 
Growing up in the south side of Chicago, a: 
teachers and friends told Newman that her In the spring of 1991,  . 
strong math and science abilities would lead Newman _ graduated | 
her nicely into a technological career. Inhigh — with a B.S. in industrial | 
school, she was a member of the Principles engineering. Desiring a | 7 
Scholar Program which provided many op- more specializedfocusin | 
portunities to visit the Big Ten campuses. her field, she decided to | __ : : 
Without surprise, after touring the various continue on into gradu- \ 
schools, she strongly favored attending UW- ate school where she cen- 
Madison. “I fell in love with Madison’s tered her studies on 8 

breathtaking campus, diversity of students  sociotechnical systems 

and the faculty’s genuine interest in the stu- and safety human fac- . 
dents’ well being.” The following fall, tors. “My research fo- : Seen 
Newman began her first semester as a UW- cused on community er- 3 fo ee 
Madison student. gonomics which eventu- - log _ 

ally was affiliated with . i. 

This is your education and the —‘™Y_‘issertation about | . underrepresented stu- Pratl 

rest of your life—make us teach gent populations, mostly Newman takes time out for her students. 
L. Newman Black and Hispanic, in 

e—__ooOoOooOC. es ss the College of Engineering and how they in- _ dergraduate advisor and Professor Carrion, 
teracted and wound their way through col- _ her graduate advisor. She expresses, “They 

In a whirlwind of enticing fields to chose lege.” After many years of hard work, dedi- provided guidance, support and resources 
from in the College of Engineering, many cation to her field, continuous learning and and they gave me opportunities to take 
engineering students hop from one to the _ research, Newman received her Ph.D.inthe chances.” In fact, Newman’s favorite class 
other in search of their “field of dreams.” summer of 1997. at UW-Madison, Organization and Job De- 
Newman was no exception. With an initial sign, was taught by both Carrion and Smith. 
intention to major in electrical engineering, | “There were many times when I felt intimi- 
she secured an EE winter internship with dated by being a female, as well with being _ Besides the endless study hours required of 
IBM. After this hands-on experience, she _ a black female, in engineering.” She admits, _ engineering students, Newman made spe- 
decided to explore another path of adven- “I sometimes doubted my abilities and _ cial time for extracurricular activities. Along 
ture within engineering, so she investigated didn’t think I was good enough to be anen- _ with maintaining a job to help pay for school, 
the popular field of mechanical engineering __gineer.” Newman describes the industrial _ she volunteered in the Minorities Engineer- 
and attained a ME internship with Control _ engineering department as extremely sup- _ ing Office, now the Diversity Affairs office, 
Data. However, the frustrating search for a _ portive. She mentioned that all her profes- _ for 12 or 13 years. The purpose of this office 
field that would spark her interest contin- sors and colleagues in the IE department —_ was to provide academic and financial sup- 
ued. Realizing than her interests fell in the were open minded and more than willing port for underrepresented student popula- 
human element of engineering and helping to facilitate her and others’ needs. Two IE _ tions. One of the most rewarding activities 
others, she decided to take the class Intro- professors that especially helped guide her Newman participated in was working for 
duction to Human Factors, IE 349, with Pro- _ through school are Professor Smith, her un- _ the Minorities Engineering Summer Camp 

SS 
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in Madison. The eight week program drew _ all known knowledge on the subject matter lot about values and morals and would en- 
students from all over the country with a at hand. Newman, however, admits and re- compass the entire education process to de- 
goal to educate the students on different as- _ veals to her students that she does not know __ velop well-rounded kids.” Her primary in- 
pects of engineering. Newman taught some __ all the answers. This secret unveiling breaks __ terest is in helping people, especially those 
math courses and counseled the students, the stone wall usually formed between who don’t have access to certain resources 

providing them with the proper tools tosur- teacher and student and allows the students and opportunities. “I want to have a posi- 
vive the arduous realm of college. Thissum- _ to talk with her on a comfortable level. tive impact on people’s lives.” She would 
mer camp ranks number one as her favorite like to go into inner city schools and work 
job experience and quite possibly consum- “My ideal student is open minded, notafraid on developing programs that would im- 
mated her desire for teaching. Newmanalso to speak up constructively, has a sense of _ prove, or enhance, the skills of young people. 
kept active with the Wisconsin Black Engi- humor and realizes that everyone is human In effect, these young people would have 
neering Student Society (WBESS) and the and makes mistakes.” Newman stresses the more opportunities and be better prepared 
National Student Society of Black Engineers importance of student feedback because she _ to attend college. She states, “I receive ex- 
(NSSBE). She served as president for WBESS __ realizes that hearing students’ constructive treme joy out of what I am able to do for 
and held the position as chair person in Re- criticism and positive reinforcement on her _ other people.” 
gion IV for NSSBE. Last year, during gradu- _ teaching skills helps her learn from mistakes 
ate school, she was the technical excellence and acknowledge helpful teaching tech- “My one wish in life is to have people get 
chair person for NSSBE Alumni Chapter. niques. Discouraging students from just sit- along and be equal. Unfortunately, I see a 

ting back, she remarks, “This is your educa- _ lot of people who miss opportunities because 
—__ tion and the rest of your life — make us _ they don’t fit a particular mold. I hope for a 

Students usually assume that teach. I hope that students will leave my world where people deal with others based 
+ cg . classroom wiser about the subject matter at upon merits of man or woman.” 

their “superhuman instruc- hand or even wiser about some of the useful 
tor” has no fears... trivia about life I enjoy sharing with my Author Bio: Shana Gadlin is a sophomore 

classes.” in Industrial Engineering pursuing her Tech- 
Tn nical Communication Certificate. 

Traveling is Newman’s favorite leisure ac- Newman holds many aspirations that she 
tivity. Her most recent outing was to South hopes to fulfill during her lifetime. Unlike 

Dakota where she and a friend toured sev- ™any engineers, she’s not interested in 
eral different historical sights. They visited | Working for industry. “I dream of setting up 
Native American Indian reservations, saw a 2 8chool for young people that would talk a 
new monument being built for Chief Crazy 
Horse and took a trip to Mt. Rushmore. For ; = 

her next excursion, Newman and her friend UW engineers are ready to take on 
lan to follow the Trail of Tears - the trail the ae : ' a PS a rue 

Cherokee Indians took from North Carolina the twenty-Tirst century. 
to Oklahoma. Newman is extremely inter- . . 
ested in history, especially ethnic history, and And our Professional/Technical 
spends much time reading about different 
points in our past. Her isles! research con- Reference Department 
stitutes attempting to find out more about a is ready to help. 
town near Tulsa, Oklahoma, called Black 

Wall St., where the government destroyed a s 

town that African Americans and Native www.protechnica.com 
Americans had built together. 

Last spring, Newman assisted Professor Ca ao | x... 
Smith as a teaching assistant (TA) in the In- Ge 4 PO ae 
troduction to Human Factors (IE 349) class. (ee PLOteChnhica : 
In fact, she won the Polygon TA of the Year a ee 
Award for the industrial engineering depart- — ree“ 
ment. Over the summer, she taught Engi- 
neering Economic Analysis (IE 313). This fall, 

Newman is the instructor for Engineering © Search our database of over 2,000 titles. 
Economic Analysis and for Organization and z 
Job Design (IE 653), and she is working with ao Special Order system second to none. 

Professor Smith in a graduate seminar (IE © Place your order through our secure server. 
816). . : . 

We ship worldwide, anytime, anywhere. 

“My biggest fear about teaching is that I’m 
not going to be good enough, and I worry 
that my students won’t receive all that they the UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE 
can from me because I missed something.” 
Students usually assume that their “super- aC (be are al ees a Se eee LOL 
human” instructor has no fears and retains LU a EULA ) 
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Superior Sailing fh enue 

By Dan Pierpont father by participating in the 1997 Trans-Su- | a 
OO perior. This year’s race began like all others, | oe al a 

ind and water bombards your _ with the whole fleet crowding into the locks ‘invite 
W face as the captain screams, _ below the Sault Ste. Marie dam. The locks 

“Hoist the number two and reef _ proceed to fill with water and float the boats 
the main.” With your fingers numb and your —_ up to the height of the lake. A handful of 
arms exhausted, it takes your full concen- _ sailors shimmy up the masts of their respec- 
tration to stay aboard let alone carry out the _ tive boats to get a better look. Then through 
orders. As you embark on the longest fresh-__ the mist someone begins playing bagpipes. The Chanterelle sails under full 
water sailboat race in the world, more com- _ A majestic feeling runs through each sailor spinnaker toward the finish line. 
monly known as the Trans-Superior, you as they prepare for the days that lie ahead. 
wonder what adventures lie in store. Since the Trans-Superior generally occurs in 

The sheer size of Lake Superior is incred- _ the last week of July, one would think prepa- 
The Trans-Superior is run every other year _ ible. If you took all the other Great Lakes and ___ ration includes a T-shirt and shorts. Fortu- 
in late July and generally lasts between3 and _ put them together, they would still not equal _ nately, I knew from hearing countless sto- 
5 days. Beginning 28 years ago, this historic _ the size of Lake Superior. If you took Lake __ ries that I would need much more. At some 
race starts in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan,and Superior and dumped it over the entire con- points during the race, I was wearing two 
ends some 380 miles later in Duluth, Minne- _ tinents of North and South America, water _ shirts, a sweatshirt, a life preserver, a rain- 

Pann Se Es] jacket and an insulated life-preserver jacket. 

I Ss nada AN NL _ | Despite all that gear, there were still times 
ie ——— ORS e | when the cold penetrated the layers. One of 
Rees lr oO Y ) ~~~ | my uncles has even been known to bring a 
Pe / AKE NC ea. » | snowmobile suit on the race. 

/ OM H nn esota Pp E RI O R SS 8 | Throughout the race, it constantly struck me 
— ; _& | how sailing technology has changed from 
ie J ; ) @ | when my grandfather raced across the “Big 
he Duluth / fo \ BR | Lake.” For example, we had a Global Posi- 
Le — fy 380 ‘ ) @ | tioning System (GPS) installed aboard the 

a “7 09 a ( y Mile L : | boat. It is about the size of a small calculator 

re. _- Si . \ ia ‘Ss \Y @ | anddetermines your exact latitude and lon- 
a oe ee \ ee aN |  gitude, by linking with eight satellites. In 

a, ny ition the GPS can relay your speed and 
ee ee _ : ‘ AA direction. The GPS enabled the crew to know 

. . Trans-Superior. 
The longest freshwater sailboat race in the world, more commonly known as the 
Trans-Superior, starts in Sault Ste. Marie, Ml, and ends 380 mi. later in Duluth, MN. Se 

It constantly struck me how 
sota. The original founders of the race in- would cover the continents toa depth of one sailing technology has 
cluded my grandfather, Dr. John Pierpont, foot. When you sail on the Trans-Superior 
and his friend, Jack Soetebier. Practically a | you may not see land for up to two days. changed from when my 
living legend in the Lake Superior sailing The weather conditions on the “Big Lake” grandfather raced across the 
community, my grandfather, his seven sons _ are subject to change within minutes. It could “Big Lake” 
and one daughter have competed in many _ be sunny and hot out in the morning, but by 
races on the Great Lakes. Of the seven sons, _ lunch time you are fighting a driving rain 
the youngest remains in charge of the fam- and thunderstorm. After all, remember the _ Cellular phones have also added to our cur- 
ily sailboat, a C&C 35 named the Chanterelle. Edmund Fitzgerald which sank as a result of _ rent technological capabilities. My uncles 
The second youngest, Mark Pierponthasbeen _ the crazy Superior weather. With the high _ were able to call home to check in with their 
in every Trans-Superior race held to date. probability of fierce weather, a “superior” wives and kids when the sailboat was 75 

sailor always has to be ready for the improb- miles from the nearest harbor. Some of the 
With such long family tradition in sailing, I able because it will happen on the “Big boats were even equipped with lap top com- 
set out to follow in the footsteps of my grand- Lake.” puters. Using the computers, sailors can 
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check the Internet for weather information | BJInywatae ~: Cnn 45 degrees to the right of the target (with 
to determine what wind will be prevailing Physics of S . iling in. VOC ONE oo He 
the next morning. In fact, it was argued prior oo 7 o _ . of the boat), then “tack” back again 45 de- 
to the captains’ meeting whether using the Sailing operates on the ‘ ame physical prin- grees to the left of your destination (with 
Internet was a legal procedure for racing _| ciples as an airplane Se ail, like an the wind coming over the right or “star- 
boats. A web page was established on the airplane wing, creates a pressure difference board” side of the boat). Thus, to traverse 
Internet which tracked the boats as they ma-_| because it takes long ar for the air to go 380 miles measuring from Sault Ste. Marie 
neuvered across the Lake. However, since |; fold he Oost the inside. The i to Duluth ‘as the crow flies”, the sailboat 
not all the boats had Internet access, it was | pressure differenc eo reate d by the sail, ma may well cover over 450 miles of water. — 
ruled that one could not use Internet to de- the “cases below, -.rti<“i~—~s—~—~—~—s~—~*~*s~s—~*~:~:~—:~:~*s:~:~:~:~:~:~:”:~:~:C:C;C*@*S Bes 
termine the position of other competing | pushes a boat to 1 ie | 
boats. Any technological advantage could be acndtonaat | as 
very important in a sailboat race. The most order to keep the boat a Pi 
famous sail boat race, the quest for the moving in a straight . rd 
America’s Cup, provides a casein point. The | line, it needs ake. = / Ea 
America’s Cup teams are constantly looking _ | The keel prevents the Le Ke 
for the newest and fastest boats by imple- | boat. from slipping i Co ee fo 
menting the latest technology indesign,con- | across the top of the | _ ce . | 
struction, navigation, as well as training and water, oe — a oe oo os i . aed y 
execution. A sound knowledge of sailing | — i ie tesa cee 
principles is the foundation on which all sail- The fastest speed for | 
ing strategy is built. Inorder to win the race, | a given sailboat is 90. a 
one has to combine the new technology with degrees from the | 
experience, sailing skill and the savvy of the | wind - a direction. 

old time mariners. | When the destination [Es ini i eas from A competing boat displays what can happen ifa 
For this year’s race, we started out at a dis- the wind direction, LS Spinnaker is not Properly rigged. 
advantage to the rest of the fleet. The Chant- | the sail and rigging needs tobe changed'so Learning to Sail 
erelle is 26 years old, which is ancient his- | the boat will move properly. For example, Sailing is something that everyone can en- 
tory in modern sailboat design. The Chant- oe sailused when you joy with only alittle help. Getting involved 
erelle is 35 feet long, which is about the aver- _| are sail ee ey are usually _ is easy, especially on campus in Madison. 
age length of this year’s fleet. Some of the _| colorful a x look somewhat like a para- The Hoofers Sailing Club provides an ex- 
larger boats measured 52 to 70 feet long. | chute. The rigging and control of a spinna- _ cellent opportunity to learn more about 
Since the larger boats are often much faster | ker is very com, lex, especially on. larger ‘sailing with a relatively simple program | 
then the smaller boats, a handicap system is _ | boats, and Oe et cones aoe _ that can enable even a beginner to get out 
used make a race fair. Comparable to a golf | ing the course of the race.  ~—~—_ and sail in minimal time. The Hoofers sail- 
handicap, the boats are handicapped using | Of course, a sailboat cannot go directly into _ ing events are enhanced by evening cook- 
a complex formula that takes into account ‘the wind. In order | to sail to a destination _ outs and other social events. For more in- | 
the size, sail area and other aspects of boat | directly upwind, you must ‘tack’ back and _ formation on Hoofers call their hotline at 
design. The fleet is also divided into four _| forth. To accomplish this one must first go 262-1630. f : ‘ 
dase to allow competition among boats of forte, Te Accomplish thie one 8 : ‘Be sa : 

similar ratings. had enveloped the lake up to that point in hind and two ahead. We battled a light and 
. . the race. Before entering the fog, we were _ variable wind the entire day, gradually clos- 

As the third day of the race began, we finally neck-n-neck with 20 other boats, but upon _ ing in on the nearer of the two boats in front 
started to emerge from a dense fog which emerging only three were in sight; one be- of us. With Uncle Mark at the helm, we pro- 
aa Ss ee ae 3 Le 7] ceeded to pass and left the boat to our stern. 
[a ... bua os mane ual Upon the dawn of the forth day we found 
| aad oe oo . "~~ | ourselves without wind and in the dol- 
Lo — — Sie - a Ss Rs. drums. We made a valiant effort to catch the 

LC - ; oo ee . _ — = _| lead boat for our class, but we were stalled a 
rts Se t — = cs | few miles outside the finish line. Finally 

Lo ee _ collins ie aie | crossing the finish line, on the morning of 
[=| \ : = | the fifth day, we were pleased to discover 
ee as oe s 2 _ | we had secured second place. Leaving 

oe ae a ‘ eee ce _| Duluth later that day, I was filled with a great 
Poe eee eee | _ sense of accomplishment and began think- 
oe a cee. oe _. hee es _ | ing that the next Trans-Superior race may not 

oe ee : oe | Author Bio: Dan Pierpont is a senior in 
i : . : ______| cchemical engineering who thinks “life is too 
a 2 short—sail hard.” 

Photos courtesy of Dan Pierpont. 

Competing boats gather to await the start of the race. Pa A 
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TTD STUDENT LIFE 

Knowing Where the Field and 

By Trent Nelson Although Sam had offers from smaller _ intelligently was refreshing. School first, 
schools to play both basketball and football, football second. To have his head on so 

ure there’s more to life than football, Sam opted for Wisconsin feeling that the — straight is an outstanding achievement, not 
but not much.” It is hard to disagree educational opportunities here were second _ to mention all of Sam’s other accomplish- 
with this quote as it hangs above the _ to none. He was red-shirted his freshman _ ments. Sam Mueller does something that will 

computer in my dorm room. The poster on year but is now a second string defensive surprise all the die hard football fans and 
which this quote appears includes Brett end behind John Favret. Special teams, players of the game; he proves there is much 
Favre, Reggie White and the world re- though, is the place where Sam truly shines. _ more to life than football. 
nowned front of Lambeau Field. As a per- He is on the first team for kick returns and 
son reads the quote and views Brett and __ extra points. Just like any other college foot- 
Reggie, it becomes increasingly difficult not — ball player, Sam dreams of entering the NFL, Author Biography: Trent is a sophomore 
to agree with the poster and its bold state- but at this moment, he’s happy being a Bad- _ majoring in engineering mechanics. His fa- 
ment. Many of the football players at UW- ger football player and a mechanical engi- _ vorite way of relaxing is playing golf. 
Madison can completely relate to this poster, neering student. Pea 
yet one of their own would probably dis- a ; 
agree with them. Sam Mueller,asophomore One might have a hard time believing that More Engineering Athletes 

defensive end and mechanical engineering Sam plays a sport and handles what many - ae 
student, sees beyond Camp Randall and __ students and faculty believe to be the one of Caroline Brandt CE W.Crew 

knows that football may not alwaysbe there hardest majors on campus. After calculus Michele Burkholder IE W.Basketball 

for him. and physics, I know I couldn’t imagine be- Rachel Clark ChE W.Crew 

ing ina sport and taking classes like these at Brian Doherty ME M.Soccer 

The son of David and Mary Mueller of Fond the same time. I asked Sam for a run down Hickory Foundray ME M.Crew 

du Lac, Wisconsin, Sam Mueller played foot- of a typical day in his life, wondering just Edgerton Hartwell II EE Football 

ball and basketball at St. Mary Springs in how he balances his studies and football: Brian Hertzberg ME M.Crew 

Fond du Lac. He has a sister, older brother David Hwang ME M.Crew 

and younger brother. When asked about the _ 6:45 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. — Wake-up and grab a Nicholas Latona MSE M.Crew 

prospects of his younger brother playing col- quick breakfast. Jeffrey Maples CE M.Crew 

lege football, Sam said with a grin that he 7:15 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. — Lift weights. James Mosey ME Wrestling 
hasn’t put too much pressure on his younger 9:55 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. — Classes. Samuel Mueller ME Football 

sibling. Their father is doing enough of that 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. — Football team meet- Steven Neumann IE M.Crew 

by being a very proud parent! ings. Alexander Palmer CE M.Crew 

4:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. — Practice. Christopher Paulik ME Football 
7:00 p.m. to ? — Dinner and studying. Julie Reisman ME W.Golf 

Duncan Roberts ME M.Crew 
Sam must be doing something right, despite Nicholis Schilling CE M.Crew 

| this rigorous schedule. He received a perfect Jason Skagen ChE M.Crew 
4.00 GPA in his first semester. Excelling in Rebecca Stuckman ME W.Crew 
the classroom has paid off for Sam as he is Karin Swanson ChE W.Crew 

already in the department of mechanical en- Rozamond Sweeney ME W.Tennis 
gineering, even though he’s only in the first Timothy Teske ChE M.Crew 

anit bx semester of his sophomore year. Balancing Todd Wilson ME M.Soccer 

Pe be = 7 | \) the stresses of both classes and football is im- Corinne Zancig ChE W.Crew 
— Ww ee ae portant to Sam, because he wants to continue 

™ “a “ye a to excel at both. “Football practice is a great This list was compiled from rosters listed 

Cf ag. A é escape from class but on the other hand it’s on the Athletic Department web page 
i, i ea f kind of nice to be able to relax in class.” The and information from the Registrar’s 
af fi fs Pi football games are a different story though. Office. The following rosters were not 

bi 6 il ay Sam said, “I would rather be at the game listed: 

- = then in the classroom.” M. CC, M. Golf, M. Swimming, M. Ten- 
; i nis, M. Track, Softball, W. Track. 

roeline gale 3 Se ion his Speaking with Sam after he Had just finished 
engineering classes. practice and listening to this athlete speak 
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If you received an e-mail with a subject line of “Badtimes,” delete it immedi- F a ‘ 
ately without reading it. This is the most dangerous E-mail virus yet. It willre- | | o Re 
write your hard drive. Not only that, but it will scramble any disks that are | a ; ok 
even close to your computer. , : 

It will recalibrate your refrigerator’s coolness setting so all your ice cream melts [ 
and your milk curdles. It will demagnitize the strips on all your credit cards, | >. . 
reprogram your ATM access code, screw up the tracking on your VCRand use . ' 
subspace field harmonics to scratch any CDs you try to play. \ as & - 

It will give your ex-boy/girlfriend your new phone number. It will mix anti- ‘ sa , 
freeze into your fish tank. It will drink all your beer and leave its dirty socks on » <n ew 
the coffee table when there’s company coming over. It will hide your car keys mo Se > 
when you are late for work and interfere with your car radio so that you hear 4 . a a 

only static while stuck in traffic. b | 

Badtimes will make you fall in love with a hardened pedophile. It will give . 
you nightmares about circus midgets. It will replace your shampoo with Nair 
and your Nair with Rogaine, all while dating your current boy/girlfriend be- 
hind your back and billing their hotel rendezvous to your Visa card. 

It will seduce your grandmother. It does not matter if she is dead, such is the 

power of Badtimes. It reaches out beyond the grave to sully those things we hold most dear. 

Badtimes will give you Dutch Elm disease. It will leave the toilet seat up and leave the hairdryer plugged in dangerously close to a full 
bathtub. It will not only remove the forbidden tags from your mattresses and pillows, it will refill your skim milk with whole. 

It is insidious and subtle. It is dangerous and terrifying to behold. It is also a rather interesting shade of mauve. These are just a few 
signs. 

Be afraid. Be very, very afraid. - source unknown 

Engineering Outreach Program: We bring the classroom to you! 

re h nw ! | 
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Power/mation KNOWLEDGE. 

UU ROR Se 

NotHING Less THAN THE FULL Power Or This InpustrY. 

® 

Power/mation division, inc.®is a SINGLE SOURCE supplier of HIGH 

TECHNOLOGY electro-mechanicaa HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
to the automation industry. Power/mation supplies systems, products, engineering 

assistance and technical support to some of the largest companies throughout the 

MIDWEST. Power/mation’s TECHNICAL SALES representatives are a 
valuable RESOURCE to the engineers and designers at these companies. They 

provide assistance in PRODUCT SELECTION and SYSTEM DESIGN as 

well as post-sales support. 

Power/mation offers the best TECHNICAL SALES OPPORTUNITIES for 

engineering graduates. The comprehensive training program prepares the technical 

representative for all aspects of business and sales. Power/mation’s network of offices 
throughout the Midwest and our alliance with the world’s best MANUFACTURERS 

allow us to provide the correct SOLUTIONS with the best products. 

We can show you how to put your DEGREE to work for you. Want more information? 

Check out Power/mation’s WEB SITE. at www.powermation.com, then give us a call at 

one of our office locations to find out about Power/mation’s employment opportunities. 

Contact Human Resources at: 

1310 Energy Lane W238 N1690 Rockwood Dr. 

St. Paul, MN 55108 Waukesha, WI 53188 

(612) 645-0781 (414) 523-0600 
(800) 843-9859 (800) 242-2060 
(612) 645-4539 Fax (414) 523-0611 Fax 

Email: info@ powermation.com 

Web Site: www.powermation.com 

Power/mation division, inc.
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advertisin ea AAU YX & UY The Wisconsin Engineer is published by and 
X a ==] fe s for the students of the University of Wisconsin- 

va hh) sail rt ; St Madison. It is distributed throughout the Engineer- 

gi t - (D if IC a L // ~ ing Campus and to specific science and math build- 
° St ) inate ings. It is also mailed to our subscribers and to 

writers every high school in the state. The Wisconsin En- 
a UG? SD gineer covers news and events, organizations, fac- 

a ulty, students and much more. As we enter our 102 
year, we are hosting the Engineering College 

Magazines Associated 1998 Conference. ECMA is a national organization that provides communication and 

resources among similar engineering college magazines. In 1997, the Wisconsin Engineer was named Best 

All-Around Magazine by ECMA. We plan to continue this tradition of excellence. 

We are currently seeking members for our advertising, writing and graphic art staff. Individuals with or 
without experience are welcome. Please contact the Wisconsin Engineer by email at 

wiscengr @cae.wisc.edu or by phone at 262-3494. One may contribute to the Wisconsin Engineer as a 
volunteer or as a student in Engineering Professional Development. EPD 690 is a one credit course that will 

meet on alternate Wednesday nights during the 1997-98 Spring semester. Please don’t wait till then, drop us 

a note or give us a call today! Or, please come to our next general staff meetings on November 19, Decem- 
ber 3 and December 10, at 7 pm in General Engineering Room 1. 

As always, we welcome all individuals to join our other departments, including production, web, business, 
circulation, photography, and history. 

hSiGiO.NiS IN 

ENGINEER 
www.cae.wisc.edu/~wiscengr
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